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Key Findings:
• Increasing asymmetry yields asymmetric delta shapes
    • High angle wave influences → increases delta asymmetry 
    • However, increasing wave height can inhibit delta asymmetry 
      [See purple boxes in Section 4.1]
• Lower superelevation threshold ratio → also inhibits delta asymmetry
• Migration of asymmetric delta → inhibits avulsions in downdrift direction
• Rotation of coastline on updrift side of asymmetric delta ->avulsions only 
   minimally change channel lengths.
• Migration of asymmetric delta becomes sufficiently pronounced →
    • Erosive updrift side of delta impinges on river mouth → 
        • Slows river progradation and inhibits avulsions. 
Future Work:
• Conduct replicate model experiments to improve statistical confidence.
• Relate avulsion path length difference implications to time to avulsion 
   implications.
• Explore river sediment flux variations.

Avulsion Path Length Difference: A Proxy for Coastline Morphology

Wave Angle: Smoothing/Roughening of Coastlines:
Adapted from Ashton and Murray, 2006

Floodplain Superelevation and River Avulsions:
Floodplain Superelevation 

Adapted from Jerolmack and Paola, 2007

Lewis and Ernstson, 2017
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Deltas are important
• ~0.5 Billion people live near or on one
• agriculture and industrialization
• susceptible to hazards (e.g., 
   hurricanes and flooding; Syvitski et  

     al., 2009)
Deltas respond to changes in river &
coastal conditions
• Humans alter natural conditions
• Aggradation -> superelevation -> 
   avulsions -> redirects river flow/supply
• Wave climate -> smooth/roughen 
  coastlines (Nienhuis et al., 2016; Ashton and Murray, 2006)

5. Preliminary Findings: Superelevation Threshold Influence and Discussion

7. Acknowledgements and References

4.2 Wave Climate Discussion

6. Key Findings and Future Work
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• Cells contain both river channel and levees
• Normalized superelevation (SER) determines avulsions  
• Steepest-descent algorithm directs new river course (Jerolmack and Paola, 2007)

• Longitudinal river profile adjusts (Paola, 2000)

SER = superelevation threshold ratio
ηRB = river bed elevation
ηFP = adjacent floodplain cell 
         elevation 
D = bankfull channel depth

SER =  ηRB + D - ηFP

                   D
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3.2 Coastline Evolution Model (CEM)

• Plan-view coastline evolution
   • Tracks alongshore sediment transport                   • Wave shadowing
   • Transport gradients → accretion and erosion
 • Wave Climate (angular distribution of influences on transport)
    • Net coastline smoothing (U < 0.5) and roughening (U > 0.5)
    • Asymmetry (A)

Ashton et al., 2001; Ashton and Murray, 2006

• Delta shape tends to be more smooth 
  with a lower threshold SER of 0.5 when 
  compared to that of 1.0; inhibits 
  asymmetry

• Lowering threshold SER →  
  cross-shore to alongshore aspect ratio 
  of delta decreases → wave shadowing 
  decreases → asymmetry effect 
  decreases

• Higher wave heights also decrease 
   the cross-shore to alongshore aspect 
   ratio → asymmetry effect decreases 
   [See purple boxes in Section 4.1]

• With threshold SER of 0.5, as with 1.0,
  path length differences tend to 
  decrease with increasing asymmetry

• Adding asymmetry causes 
  asymmetric delta shapes
  [See yellow boxes].
• Moderate wave heights 
  (WH* = 0.3) produce the 
  asymmetric delta shapes.
• However, larger wave  
  heights (WH* = 0.5) inhibit 
  delta asymmetry by 
  smoothing the coastline; 
  produces more symmetric 
  deltas [See purple boxes].
• Path length differences are 
  shorter for high asymmetry  
  (A = 0.8) than for symmetric  
  conditions (A = 0.5).
    • Rotation of coastline -- 
      avulsions on erosive side
      [See red boxes]
• Coastline features migrate 
  downdrift and erode in 
  updrift direction, which 
  inhibits river mouth 
  progradation and avulsion 
  (not show in figures here).
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Wave Asymmetry:

Model Coupling:
• Generic, scale invariant numerical modeling → addresses large spatial 
  and temporal scales
• Couples deltaic, river (i.e., channel and floodplain) and coastal 
   processes (i.e., wave climate) → drive delta morphology evolution
    • River Avulsion and Floodplain Evolution Model (Ratliff et al., 2018)

    • Coastline Evolution Model (Ashton et al., 2001; Ashton and Murray, 2006)

    • Coupling via Community Surface Dynamics Modeling System - 
      Basic Model Interface (Peckham et al., 2013)

Research Focus: How might changes in river 
aggradation and wave climate (i.e., distribution of 
influences on transport) affect large-scale delta 
morphology and evolution over time?

• Proportion of sediment transport from left or right in a given time span
• Equal Flux → no net sediment transport
• Unequal Flux → net sediment transport in the direction that the larger 
   proportion of waves are moving towards
• Most natural shorelines are exposed to asymmetric wave climates
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• Wave angle affects sediment flux gradients
    • Low Angle → smoothing of coastline shape 
    • High Angle → roughening of coastline shape

• Longitudinal lengthening 
  of a river channel 
  promotes vertical 
  aggradation
• Channel bed 
   superelevates
• Avulsions occur as 
  channel suddenly flows in 
  a new shorter and steeper 
  direction


